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Smart concrete pavement system for integrated performance and traffic monitoring

Concrete has become more and more popular in road constructions due to the facts that concrete lasts longer and its 
environmental friendliness. The United States has 160,955 miles of roads, including the interstate highway system. Lots 

of roads within the US are suffering various distress problems. To assess the road conditions and track the traffic, multiple 
facilities are required simultaneously. For instance, vehicle-based image techniques are available for pavements’ mechanical 
behavior detection such as cracks, high-speed vehicle-based profilers are used upon request for the road ride quality evaluation, 
and inductive loops or strain sensors are deployed inside pavements for traffic data collection. Having multiple facilities and 
systems for the road conditions and traffic information monitoring raises the cost for the assessment and complicates the 
process. In this presentation, a concept of smart concrete pavement system will be discussed for integrated road condition and 
traffic monitoring to have the concrete pavement performing multiple functions using in-pavement strain-based sensors, which 
will phenomenally simplify the road condition and traffic monitoring. This system is expected to simultaneously assess and 
measure the pavement’s structural health condition, the road’s ride quality, the weighing and classification of vehicles passing 
with a high speed on the road. Such a superior system requires an innovative sensor system, which has been installed and 
validated in Minnesota's Cold Weather Road Research Facility (MnROAD) operated by MnDOT. The system was approved 
to be effective for monitoring the health conditions of the pavements, the traffic counts, ride quality evaluation, and weigh-in-
motion measurements, and vehicle identification. The smart concrete pavement system is promising to use the existing concrete 
pavement system for multiple purposes, which gains a considerable efficiency increase as well as a potentially significant cost 
reduction for the intelligent transportation system.
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